Two-photon phosphorescence lifetime imaging of cells and tissues using a long-lived cyclometallated $N_{\text{pyridyl}}^\wedge C_{\text{phenyl}}^\wedge N_{\text{pyridyl}}$ Pt(II) complex
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Using a combination of multiphoton excitation, confocal scanning, TCSPC and beam blanking in conjunction with a cyclometallated $N_{\text{pyridyl}}^\wedge C_{\text{phenyl}}^\wedge N_{\text{pyridyl}}$ Pt(II) complex (1) with a long luminescence lifetime, we demonstrate lifetime mapping of living cells and histological tissue sections over a time-frame of 50 microseconds, using a laser on/off "beam blanking" approach. This method of performing phosphorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (PLIM) represents an order of magnitude enhancement of the two-photon time-resolved emission imaging microscopy (TP-TREM) method, where in order to achieve a longer imaging window, the excitation laser repetition rate was reduced by cavity dumping [Chem. Sci., 2014, 5, 879]. The method complements and expands other existing imaging methodologies by enabling simultaneous PLIM and FLIM (fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy – recorded between beam blanking), whilst maintaining essential sub-micron spatial resolution. We demonstrate how the Pt(i) complex can be used to distinguish between cell nuclei and matrix proteins on the basis of emission lifetime, in both structured and homogeneous tissue sections; whilst also revealing how the Pt(i) emission lifetime varies with tissue matrix composition. The proposed imaging approach can be used in conjunction with any biocompatible emissive probe with a long emission lifetime – exemplified here by (1) – and for an array of fluorescent/phosphorescent labels, where discrimination is lifetime-based.

Introduction

The use of transition metal complexes in bio-imaging applications has increased over the past decade.1,2 The synthetic versatility, facile tuning of emission properties through ligand design, photostability, large difference between absorption and emission wavelengths, and long emission lifetimes often associated with emissive transition metal complexes offer a plethora of advantages over conventional organic dyes. Moreover, designing such complexes for targeted labelling can be readily achieved without compromising their photophysical properties, via modification of a peripheral ligand. The majority of such complexes are phosphorescent, not fluorescent, due to the triplet nature of their lowest excited states, and – owing to the formally forbidden nature of the triplet-to-singlet transition – the emission lifetime is comparatively long.3 This is one of the major features differentiating transition metal complexes from organic dyes. Yet the majority of imaging applications of transition metal complexes have been limited to the steady-state regime.1 Lifetime-based imaging, in contrast, offers many advantages with regard to providing information on the local environment through the effect on the kinetics of the excited state processes of the probe that are difficult to measure via steady-state methods, as well as being largely independent of concentration. However, the move towards lifetime imaging of phosphorescent complexes has been relatively slow, largely due to technical limitations associated with the measurements of lifetimes longer than a few nanoseconds in life sciences. Several significant contributions of new methods have been made recently,4,5 demonstrating the importance of the field, and calling for the full potential of imaging with such compounds to develop.

Conversely, fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy, FLIM,6 using traditional fluorescent dyes and GFP-tagged proteins has been known for several decades, and is now a mainstream tool in the bio-sciences (GFP = green fluorescent protein). However, traditional FLIM is limited to pico-to-nanosecond changes in emission lifetimes, which can restrict the detection of analytes at physiological concentrations and is...
susceptible to interference from autofluorescence – emission form naturally occurring fluorophores, such as tryptophan. Autofluorescence is a persistent problem in bio-imaging and significantly compromises image contrast, as it occurs in the same (visible) region and within the same (nanosecond) timescale as many of the conventional fluorescent dyes. Accessing the microsecond domain for lifetime imaging potentially offers advantages over FLIM, allowing imaging in the absence of autofluorescence and providing an order-of-magnitude increase in sensitivity for the detection of biological analytes, including oxygen.\textsuperscript{4–10}

Platinum porphyrins were amongst the first metal-based imaging agents to be used in time-resolved, autofluorescence-free imaging.\textsuperscript{11} In these pioneering experiments,\textsuperscript{11} a bespoke set-up comprised of mechanical shutters to block excitation and emission beams was used. The minimum delay time between excitation and detection was relatively long (2 \(\mu\)s), and the overall time resolution limited to 0.5 \(\mu\)s.

Technological advances in optics, electronic shutters and fast laser sources over the past 15–20 years now allow the delay time between the pulse and the detection to be reduced to virtually zero, significantly widening the range of metal-based complexes potentially suitable for time-resolved imaging. Application of these technological enhancements was demonstrated in 2008, using a family of cell-permeable N\textsubscript{pyridinyl} \textsubscript{Cphenyl} N\textsubscript{pyridinyl}Coordinated platinum(II) complexes. Emission of these photostable probes on the timescale of nanoseconds to microseconds was recorded in vivo using Time-Resolved Emission Imaging Microscopy (TREM).\textsuperscript{12} The initial technique of TREM was performed under one-photon excitation with a nanosecond pulsed laser as the excitation source, and a gated CCD camera to record images. As a result, the spatial resolution was limited to several microns.

Using two-photon excitation enables one to achieve the essential for life sciences sub-micron spatial resolution and NIR-excitation in the range of relative tissue transparency. However, two-photon excitation also requires a femtosecond laser source, which typically has a time interval of around 10 ns between pulses. Whilst perfectly suitable for FLIM where nanosecond lifetimes are being monitored, such an interval is clearly incompatible with the microsecond lifetimes of phosphorescent transition metal complexes. Several methods have emerged which combine multiphoton excitation with longer-lifetime detection, including frequency multiplex approach for oxygen mapping in mouse brain with >1 \(\mu\)m resolution.\textsuperscript{16} Reducing the repetition rate of the excitation laser at the sample by employing a Pockels cell, combined with microscope stage scanning in the method termed 2PLM (two-photon phosphorescence lifetime microscopy)\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{15,16}} or two-photon laser scanning microscopy\textsuperscript{10c} has achieved submicron resolution and developed 3D imaging.\textsuperscript{16}

In order to achieve the sub-micron spatial resolution, we recently reported a further development of the TREM method, initially reported by us: two-photon time-resolved emission imaging microscopy, TP-TREM.\textsuperscript{13} This technique uses a combination of confocal scanning, multiphoton excitation (with the femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser running in a cavity dumped mode to reduce the repetition rate of the laser to allow lifetime imaging on the microsecond domain whilst maintaining the energy-per-pulse) and detection via time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). This made it possible to achieve a phosphorescence lifetime imaging (PLIM) window of \(\sim 3 \mu\)s between laser pulses, yet retaining sufficient power to allow two-photon excitation at 760 nm.

Thus, in a similar fashion to FLIM, TP-TREM involves the determination of the lifetime at all points within the image via TCSPC, where each point corresponds to a volume of \(\sim 1 \mu\)m\(^3\) (depending on NA of objective and excitation wavelength).\textsuperscript{14a} But, TP-TREM provides a \(\sim 1000\)-fold extension to the usual FLIM timescale. Naturally, however, due to the need to maintain the laser stability and power-per-pulse, there is still a technical limit to how far the temporal window can be extended using cavity dump method.

## Results and discussion

### Extending the lifetime imaging time-scale

In order to extend the two-photon PLIM imaging window further than 3 \(\mu\)s – essential for complexes that emit with lifetimes into the tens of microseconds – whilst maintaining submicron spatial resolution, an alternative approach is required, such as those described in the work on oxygen sensing using Pt-porphyrin based dendritic nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{16} This paper describes the use of a complementary method for extended the microsecond imaging window, demonstrated with the use of a long-lived luminescent Pt(II) complex, which is compatible with commercial multiphoton microscopes.

A standalone lifetime imaging module with the capability to extend the imaging window a further 100 fold (into hundreds of \(\mu\)s) and to perform combined FLIM + PLIM studies has recently become commercially available from Becker & Hickl GmbH.\textsuperscript{14c} Similarly to TP-TREM, this set-up uses a confocal scanning microscope, multiphoton excitation and TCSPC detection to determine the emission lifetime at each point in the image.

The FLIM/PLIM technique is based on a multi-dimensional time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) process in combination with either confocal or multiphoton laser scanning.\textsuperscript{14a} To record FLIM and PLIM data simultaneously, a high-frequency pulsed laser is on-off modulated synchronously with the pixels at a period in the microsecond range. For every photon detected, the TCSPC process determines the time in the laser pulse period and the time in the laser modulation period, and builds up photon distributions over these times and the scan coordinates. The results can be interpreted as two pixel arrays that contain fluorescence or phosphorescence decay curves in each pixel.\textsuperscript{14b–e}

Apart from the capability to record FLIM and PLIM simultaneously, an advantage of the technique is that the laser is run at its standard high repetition rate, \(\sim 80–100\) MHz. At a given peak power, the large number of laser pulses during the ‘laser on’ periods builds up more triplet population than a single laser pulse would do. Thus, exceedingly high laser peak power, leading to possible higher order excitation or saturation effects, is avoided. Moreover, the length of the microsecond PLIM
imaging window can be easily changed by adjusting the laser modulation period or duty cycle without changing parameters of the laser pulse itself.

Here, we show how a long-lived Pt imaging agent can be used in conjunction with the above described “blinking” method in order to image live cells and fixed tissue sections under two-photon excitation over an imaging window of 50 μs. The technique is compatible with two-photon excitation, thus keeping the spatial resolution, large penetration depth, and optical sectioning capability of multiphoton microscopy. With the capability to record FLIM and PLIM in the same imaging process, it complements existing imaging methods.4b,6g,9b,10c

**Lifetime mapping with Pt(n) complex 1**

Live rat Schwannoma cells (RN22) were incubated with the charge-neutral N^C^N-coordinated Pt(n) complex 1 (Fig. 1), which was successfully taken up within 5 minutes at 37 °C (50 μM, 0.5% DMSO in PBS), with no toxic effect to cells over 24 h. These conditions are very similar to those used in previous studies with human dermal fibroblasts (HFD), human melanoma (C8161) and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells.12 Emission of 1 was observed predominantly from the nucleus, namely the nucleoli and nuclear membrane, with some additional diffuse cytoplasmic staining (Fig. 1, intensity image). This intensity-based staining pattern is identical to that observed in previous studies using CHO, HDF or C1861 cells, and is typical of this family of N^C^N cyclo-metallating Pt complexes.12,13 The PLIM lifetime map of Pt-labelled cells (Fig. 1, centre) clearly demonstrates how the emission lifetime of 1 varies with intracellular localisation. We note that the cellular emission decay of 1 is not mono-exponential, reflecting a distribution of immediate microenvironments of the Pt-complex in cells. The two-exponential approximation is usually sufficient to satisfactorily fit the emission decay data.

A significantly longer lifetime is observed in the nucleus and sub-nuclear structures (~9 μs) compared to the cell cytoplasm. This distribution in lifetime is most likely due to oxygen quenching. DNA binding studies22 have shown that 1 can bind to DNA. The DNA-bound complex is believed to be more protected from collisions with surrounding oxygen, hence the complex that resides in the nucleus exhibits a longer emission lifetime. As is typical for long-lived triplet excited states, e.g. for Pt-porphyrins and assemblies thereof14 used for oxygen sensing, the emissive υ π–π* state of 1 and its analogues in solution is strongly quenched by oxygen, in this case with a Stern–Volmer constant of 108–109 M−1 s−1.16 Oxygen-induced changes in the emission lifetime of 1 have also been measured in a gas chamber on the microscope (Fig. S1†) using TP-TREM. The sensitivity of Pt(N^C^N) derivatives to oxygen in cells has been demonstrated by a significant increase of the phosphorescence lifetime in the cytoplasm when equilibrated in an atmosphere of 95%N2/5% CO₂.13

The characteristic distribution of emission lifetime extends to fixed sections of skin and liver tissue prepared histologically (Fig. 2 and 3). In both epithelial and extracellular matrix tissue, cell nuclei can be identified with respect to surrounding matrix proteins on the basis of a longer emission lifetime. Detailed structure of the cell nuclei and surrounding matrix can be clearly visualised using 1, and in addition, both intensity images and lifetime maps can be obtained in the absence of autofluorescence. The images are discussed in detail below.

We note that the application of this technology allowed the long lifetime component of the Pt(n) emission to be determined as approximately 10 μs. Intriguingly, this value is longer than that detected in fully de-oxygenated organic solvents at room temperature (7 μs), and close to the natural radiative lifetime τ₀ of 12 μs calculated on the basis of the quantum yield Φ and lifetime τ under such conditions (τ₀ = kᵣ⁻¹ = τ/Φ assuming that the emissive state is formed with unitary efficiency). This implies a decrease of the non-radiative decay rate compared to solution – probably due to increased rigidity of the complex when intercalated into DNA or bound to proteins, in comparison to fluid solution. The presence of a long lifetime component was suggested by us previously18 but could not be fully resolved using the earlier set-up due to the 3 μs limit of the time-window. In the present study, the imaging window has been extended to 50 μs, which enables the Pt-emission to decay to negligible levels before the arrival of the next laser pulse.

---

**Fig. 1** TP-PLIM imaging of live RN22 Schwannoma cells stained with complex 1 (50 μM, 5 min at 37 °C). The chemical structure of 1 is shown on the right.
Fig. 2 shows PLIM lifetime mapping of a histological section of liver tissue, stained with 1. Liver is a homogenous tissue made up of type IV collagen and laminin with randomly interdispersed hepatocyte cells. These cell nuclei become exceptionally clear when stained with 1 and presented as a PLIM lifetime map (Fig. 2). The emission of 1 when bound to nuclear material (DNA, membrane) has a significantly longer lifetime (10.2 ± 0.5 µs) than that bound to surrounding matrix proteins (7.4 ± 0.5 µs); hence cell nuclei are clearly visible, appearing blue on a green-yellow background in the false rainbow colour scheme used to plot the lifetime maps. The distribution histogram shows a bimodal profile, where the intensity of the emission associated with the tissue matrix (yellow-green, ~8 µs) is greater than that associated with the emission from the nucleus (blue, ~10 µs) as there is more matrix in the field of view than there are nuclei. The TP-PLIM image recorded at higher magnification (Fig. 2, lower panel) and overlaid decay traces taken from individual pixels further highlight the clear distinction between the emission of 1 when localised in the nucleus compared to the matrix (nucleus = 10.2 µs; position 1; matrix = 7.4 µs; position 2).

The nuclear membrane and organised structure of the tissue matrix are also clearly distinguished when staining with 1. Such structures are not visible when registering the short-lived (nanosecond) emission from liver tissue only. Using compounds which possess >10 ns emission lifetime – such as 1 – as imaging agents provides the capacity to cut out autofluorescence, and therefore to perform imaging of different tissue substructures in the absence of interfering autofluorescence. Apart from removal of autofluorescence, one further advantage of long-lived probes such as 1 is their photo-stability: two-photon imaging with a laser power of 0.1 mW at the sample [250 KHz, 120 fs] has been performed for a period of up to 5 h without any visible difference to the emission intensity.

In contrast to liver, skin is an epithelial tissue made of distinct layers, comprised of a multicellular epidermis (predominantly of keratinocytes) and an underlying dermis comprised predominantly of collagen type I extracellular matrix interspersed with fibroblasts. Staining a histological section of rat skin labelled with 1 enables clear structures to be visualised, which is not possible with unlabelled tissue due to strong autofluorescence (Fig. 3). Supra-basal (differentiated) keratinocyte cell nuclei and the stratum corneum (the outermost layer made up of layers of flattened fully differentiated keratinocytes) which make up the epidermis are clearly visible in both the intensity image and the lifetime map. Again, the cell nuclei exhibit a longer emission lifetime (blue, 10.9 ± 0.4 µs), in comparison to the surrounding extracellular matrix (green, 8.9 ± 0.5 µs). In comparison to the epidermis, fibroblast cells contained within the dermis occupy a more dispersed position throughout the extracellular matrix and are difficult to discriminate in the intensity image. Only upon generation of the lifetime map can these cells be observed. The fibroblast cell nuclei (blue) exhibit an emission lifetime virtually identical to that observed for the keratinocyte and hepatocyte cell nuclei, 10.8 ± 0.4 µs. The extra-cellular matrix surrounding the nuclei exhibits a much shorter emission lifetime, 7.8 ± 0.4 µs (yellow-green).

The time-gating function can also be used to remove unwanted autofluorescence and short-lived emission in order to highlight long-lived species only within the field of view. Fig. 4 shows a series of “full” windows (i.e., 0–50 µs) and time-gated images (25–50 µs) for liver (b) and skin (e) tissue sections stained with 1. In both cases, it is the cell nuclei that remain the dominant feature after application of a time gate. In particular, non-differentiated cells in the skin dermis become significantly clearer. As expected, all of the features that remain visible after the long 25 µs time gate correlate to blue (cell nuclei) regions in the lifetime maps (c & f).

The noticeable difference in emission lifetime of the dermal and epidermal extra-cellular matrix could be attributed to their different protein composition. The matrix surrounding basal keratinocyte cells, in the epidermis, has a high concentration of keratin – a cysteine rich protein, whereas the dermis predominantly consists of collagen and elastin. Furthermore, the lifetime of the Pt(u) complex 1 detected in the matrix of liver tissue, which is also collagen-rich and keratin-free, is very similar to that of the skin dermis (Fig. S2†). It is possible that groups of proteins and organelles may have a specific lifetime signature.
which allows one to combine FLIM and PLIM – has broadened the scope for transition metal complexes to become key players in biological imaging and diagnostics.4,7 Here, we demonstrate how FLIM + PLIM can be achieved simultaneously under two-photon excitation using an alternative “beam blanking” method, where the frequency of the laser excitation pulse at the sample is reduced. We also show how the use of a probe with large emission lifetime, exemplified by a Pt(n) complex 1, allows cell nuclei to be identified with respect to surrounding matrix proteins on the basis of emission lifetime in both structured and homogenous tissue. Detailed structure of the cell nuclei and surrounding matrix can be clearly visualised using lifetime maps in the microsecond domain. Moreover, both intensity images and lifetime maps can be obtained with high contrast, due to complete cut-off of the short-lived auto-fluorescence background. Using suitable long-lived probes, visualization of different biologically important entities – DNA, proteins, sub-cellular structures – in live or fixed samples can be achieved, as well as improved contrast and sensitivity in analytical visualization methods, such as histology. The method illustrated here with the use of 1 can potentially be applied to any long-lived, biocompatible labels such as metal complexes, porphyrins, nanoparticle- and dendrimer-based assemblies.1,4,18
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